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How did I Get Here?
• I’m new to ACMP and received my CCMP in 2021.
• I’m also participating in Markon’s Leadership Development
Program (LDP) and the book we are using is Chris McGoff’s
“The PRIMES: How Any Group Can Solve Any Problem.”
• Why did I bring up “Is there a difference between Change
and Transformation?” in the 15 Sep 22 FEDCMCop chat?

• I wondered if there is a potential friction point between Leaders
who participated in leadership development programs (LDP)
where the LDP views Change and Transformation differently than
Change Practitioners, i.e. ACMP Standard for Change
Management.
• What does this “difference” cause?
• What do Change Practitioners need to consider when engaging
leadership at the beginning of the project (based on leader LDP
exposure and Lexicon/Terminology/Definition)?
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Today
• Discussion on “Change” versus
“Transformation”
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Interactive
• Put in Chat Box:
➢What is your definition of Change?
➢What is your definition of Transformation?
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PRIME: Change versus
Transformation
• Chris McGoff differentiates between Change and
Transformation, “i.e. Are you fixing or creating?”
• Change: “Requires you to become familiar with the
current situation and to work to make things better,
faster, cheaper, or some other “-er” word.” Success is
judged by efficiencies and economies that are
realized at the end of the effort compared to where
started. When choosing change, future is really a
reconditioned or improved version of the past.
• Transformation: “Involve a break with the past that is
traumatic but potentially freeing. In transforming, we
design our future and invent ways to bring it into reality.
Transformation doesn’t describe our future by
referencing the past (better, faster, or cheaper); it
births a future that is entirely new.”
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Industry Definitions
• ACMP Standard for Change Management,
First Edition

➢Change: “The transition from a current state to a
future state.”
➢There is no definition for “Transformation.”

• PMI Lexicon of Project Management Terms,
Version 3.2

➢Focus on Change Control, Change Control Board,
Change Control System and Change Request
➢There is no definition for “Transformation.”

• Scaled Agile (SAFe) Glossary, 2022

➢ No definitions for “Change” or “Transformation.
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Transformation Definitions
• Merriam-Webster Dictionary:
“An act, process, or instance of transforming or
being transformed.”

• Cambridge Dictionary:
“A thorough or dramatic change in form or
appearance.”
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PRIME: Change versus
Transformation
• Fixing or
Creating
• Design our
future and
invent ways
to bring it into
reality
Change: “er” words,
faster, cheaper, etc.
Transformation: Future
state no “er” words
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What are possible effects on the Transitional
Process CM professionals may need to
consider for Transformation efforts?
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How can we apply these perspectives
for our organizations and in our roles?
• What is your organization’s Leadership
Development Program (LDP) definition of
change and transformation?
• What differences are there between your
client/corporate LDP definitions and ACMP
Standard for Change Management?
• As a Change Practitioner, what would you
do differently between change and
transformation projects.
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Standard for Change
Management (ACMP)
• Since Transformation is not in the Standard,
should it be?
• Should we pose some questions/
suggestions for ACMP to ponder for the
next version of the Standard for Change
Management?
• Proposed questions:
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Thank you!
Got a question or feedback?
Email us at community@acmpdc.org
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PRIME: Change versus
Transformation: As an Individual
• “Trying to lose weight” versus “choosing
the healthy alternatives at every option?”
• “Trying to quite smoking” versus “living
smoke free?”
• “Trying to get better at your work” versus
“being a person of integrity?”
• “As long as you are “trying to do
something, you are “not doing”
something!”
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